
 

 

A-level 
 

UACE Biology 2005 paper 2 (guide) 

Section A 

1. Table 1 shows the number of individuals with a given length of fur in a population of a 

terrestrial 

mammalian species for two different generations. The prevailing climatic temperature during 

the 

two generations changed from 15°C to 10°C.  

Table 1 

Length of fur (cm) Number of individuals 

 at 15°C at 10° C 
1.00 0 0 
1.25 25 0 
1.50 60 0 
1.75 120 20 
2.00 155 60 
2.25 120 130 
2.50 60 155 
2.75 25 130 
3.00 0 60 
2.25 0 20 
3.50 0 0 

 

Figure 1 shows the variation of resistant strains of bacteria in relation to the amount of 

antibiotics given during a period of several years in one hospital. 
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a. Draw a graph of the relationship between fur length and number of individuals at the 

two 

temperatures.          (08 

marks) 

b. What is the optimum length of fur at each temperature?    (02 marks) 

(i) What is the effect of temperature on fur length among the individuals?         (03 marks) 

(ii) Suggest an explanation for the effect of temperature on fur length.  (05 marks) 

(d) (i) Prom Figure 1, describe the trend of resistant strains with the amount of antibiotics 

used.           (03 marks) 

(ii) Suggest an explanation for the observed trend of resistant strains with the amount of 

antibiotics used.         (03 marks) 

(e)A bacterium is a haploid organism that produces asexually by fission, twice every minute 

on 



average. Using this information, explain the rapid emergence of resistant strains. 

(06 marks) I 

(f) The data in table 1 and figure 1 illustrate the process of natural selection. State the 

selection: pressure in each case.  (02 

marks)': 

(g) Giving a reason in each case, predict what the effect of each of the following would 

be. 

(i) If the use of antibiotics was stopped for a year.   (05 marks) 

(ii) If the generation of the terrestrial mammal at a prevailing temperature of 10°C 

wassupplied with an abundance of food.      

 (03 marks) 

Solution 

 

(b) at 100C, optimum length is 2.5cm 

At 150C, optimum length is 2.0cm 



(c). (i) temperature directly affects the length of fur among the individuals. 

High temperature induces growth of short fur while lower temperature induces growth of long 

fur among the individuals. 

(ii) Fur in animals is an adaptation for temperatures regulation. 

The erector Pilli muscles in the skin contract and make the fur stand on end during the cold 

conditions. This traps a layer of air which is an insulator between them and so prevents heat 

loss from the body by conduction. 

The longer the fur the greater the amount of air trapped and the more efficient the insulation 

process. 

This explains why animals in the cooler environments have developed longer fur as they have 

a greater tendency to lose heat than those in the warmer environment. 

(d) (i) the number of resistant strains reduces gradually as the amount of antibiotics increases 

rapidly in the 59 to 61 years period. 

Thereafter, the number of resistant strains increases very rapidly to a peak as the amount of 

antibiotics is reduced in the 61 to 63 years period. 

Finally, the number of resistant strains reduces as the amount of antibiotics used is reduced. 

(ii) The number of resistant strains reduces initially because of the susceptibility the bacteria 

to the antibiotics being used. 

The number then increases rapidly, thereafter, because the present resistant strains reproduce 

rapidly to produce rapidly offspring that are not affected by the antibiotics used. 

Reduction in number of resistant strains the amount of antibiotics is reduced is due to increased 

competition for food and space. 

(e) Bacteria occur in such large numbers that there is a high chance of a resistant strain 

eventually appearing in the population due to random mutations. 

As soon as this happens, use of antibiotics acts as the selection pressure, causing the vulnerable 

bacteria to die and leaving the resistant strains, with a survival advantage to continue growing. 



Due to their high reproductive rate, the resistant strains rapidly multiply and exponentially 

increase in number. 

(f) In table 1, the selection pressure is temperature variation. 

In figure 1, the selection pressure is the antibiotics used. 

(f) (i) the number of resistant strains of bacteria would decrease drastically. 

Explanation 

Resistant strains are mutants and therefore few in the general population of the bacteria. 

They develop by chance and are given better survival advantage by the presence of antibiotics. 

Stopping antibiotics for 1 year removes the selection pressure. 

Non-resistant strains then survive better than the resistant strains. 

The number of resistant strains then reduces as a result of competition for food and space. 

(ii) there would be reduction in length of fur. 

Explanation 

Abundant food supply provides enough raw materials for metabolism and therefore production 

of enough heat energy to counter the heat loss. The role, earlier performed by long fur, would 

be taken over by metabolism and so long fur would not be necessary. 

  



SECTION B 

2. Describe the how terrestrial plants overcome the challenges of terrestrial environment. 

(20 marks) 

Solution 

(a). They have shinny leaf surfaces to reflect much of the incident light rays do avoid 

overheating. 

They have a thick, waxy cuticle impermeable to water. This reduces water loss from the plants 

surface. 

Plants have developed a vascular system so as to pump water from the roots to all parts of the 

plant. 

Flowering plants have developed pollen tubes to deliver the pollen to the ovule so as to allow 

for fertilization in the absence of water. 

Some have leaves reduced into spikes, which reduces the surface area over which water can be 

lost through transpiration. 

In some xerophytes, the stomata open at night and close during day to reduce water loss during 

day. 

Some have stomata sunken into hairy leaf surface to reduce water loss by transpiration. 

Some plants produce pores and others seeds which withstand the dry conditions and help the 

plant to survive the long dry periods. 

Most xerophytes reproduce by vegetative propagation, during the need for favorable conditions 

for germination 

They have tissue tolerant to desiccation. 

Some plants reproduce by spores which are resistant to harsh conditions. 

Flowering plants have reduced the gametophyte which is prone to desiccation in lower plants. 

Plants have developed a specialized tissue to provide support to the plant. 



They develop a deep extensive root system to exploit as much area as possible for water 

absorption. 

Some shed their leaves occasionally to reduce water loss. 

Some have short life cycles that avoid droughts. 

Some species of plants roll their leaves with the lower surface inside during dry conditions. 

This reduces water loss through transpiration. 

Some species of plants have reduced their leaves into thorns to avoid browsing animals. 

3. (a) (i) Discus the factors that affect the rate of diffusion at a respiratory surface. (06 marks) 

(ii) How are the conditions for efficient gaseous exchange fulfilled in mammalian 

lungs?              (08 marks) 

(b) The diameter of capillaries is smaller than the diameter of the red blood cells passing 

through them. How does this relationship help in gaseous exchange in lungs?  

(06 marks) 

Solution 

(i) Surface area of the respiratory surface; the larger the surface area across which diffusion 

can occur, the higher the diffusion rate. A large surface area provides enough space for 

interaction of diffusing molecules with the respiration surface thus increasing the rate of 

diffusion across the surface. 

Concentrations gradient of respiratory gases across the respiratory surface, respiratory gases 

diffuse from the region of their higher concentration to one of their lower concentration. 

Therefore, the grater the concentration gradient the faster the rate of diffusion. 

Thickness of the respiratory surface. The faster thinner the respiratory surface, the shorter the 

diffusion distance across which molecules have to move. Thus, the rate of diffusion is higher 

across a thin respiratory surface. 

Temperature of the respiratory medium. Temperature increases the kinetic energy of the 

diffusing respiratory molecules which in turn increases the speed at which the molecules move 

across the respiratory surface. 



(ii) the lungs have numerous alveoli which represent a highly folded respiratory membrane to 

provide a large area for diffusion of the gases. 

Lungs have a rich supply of blood which transports away oxygen from one side of the 

respiratory membrane to maintain a steep concentration gradient that ensures continuous 

gaseous exchange. 

The walls of the alveoli are thin and occur in close association with blood capillaries to reduce 

the distance across which the gas molecule have to diffuse. 

The alveoli are moist. This helps to dissolve the respiratory gases and facilitates their diffusion. 

The surface tension of the fluid also helps to keep the alveoli open to allow continuous gaseous 

exchange. 

The breathing movements undertaken by mammals ensure that a good concentration gradient 

is maintained. 

(b) The red blood cell membrane is in close association with the capillary membrane all through 

its passage. This reduces the distance across which gases diffuse during gaseous exchange. 

The red blood cells squeeze through the capillary at a low rate to allow them to pick enough 

oxygen and give up carbon dioxide and vice versa. 

Changes in shape as the red blood cells squeeze through the capillary exposes a large surface 

area across which the gases are exchanged. 

4. Both hemophilia and color blindness are transmitted in the same way. 

a. What are the effects of each disease?     (04 marks) 

b. Describe the transmission of the diseases.    (08 marks) 

c. Explain why there are more color blind individuals than hemophiliacs among the 

human population in spite of the similar way of transmission.  (08 marks) 

SOLUTION 

(a) Hemophilia is a disorder of the blood clotting mechanism which results from the 

absence of clotting factor VIII in plasma. It leads to excessive loss of blood from minor 

injuries and patients are especially at risk during surgical operations. 

Color blindness is a visual disorder, which is characterized by inability of an individual 

to perceive and distinguish between blue and red colors. 



(b) Both diseases are genetic disorders 

There is aberration in a gene carried on the C-chromosome in each condition. 

This aberration in transmitted in a simple Medellin fashion as a recessive gene on the 

X-chromosomes. 

They are both inherited together with sex during fertilization and therefore are more 

common among males. 

During sex inheritance, an individual acquires and X-chromosome from the mother and 

an X or Y chromosome from the father. Since the gene is always carried on the X 

chromosome, females have a chance of existing in a carrier (heterozygous) state while 

males are always affected if they inherit an X chromosome carrying the gene sicklers) 

(c) Hemophiliacs are more prone to loss of blood which could lead to hypoxia or shock 

which can lead to death. 

Hemophiliacs are more prone to infection due to loss of plasma proteins vital in 

immunity and exposure of minor wounds to bacteria. 

Hemophilia is fatal disorder which is expensive to treat. The excessive blood loss even 

from minor injuries makes it hard for hemophilia’s to survive through the active years 

of life. 

Color blindness, on the other hand, only affects the ability of an individual to 

distinguish between colors and has low physical and physiological effect on an 

individual. Thus the individual can easily survive the active years of life. 

5. (a) Describe the working of an enzyme using the Lock and key hypothesis. (11 marks) 

(b) Explain the  

(i) effect of excessive heat on enzyme action    (03 marks) 

(ii) non-competitive inhibition in an enzyme-controlled reaction.  (06 marks) 

SOLUTION 

a. According to the Lock and Key hypothesis, an enzyme is a three-dimensional organic 

molecule. 

In its structure are three-dimensional clefts whose size and shape are complementary to 

those of the substrate. These are called active sites. 

A substrate with a complementary configuration binds to the active site of an enzyme 

to form the enzyme substrate complex, just in a similar way a key fit in a lock. 



In this position, the substrate molecules react, i.e. bonds are formed between substrate 

molecules to form the enzyme product complex. 

The configuration of product(s) formed is not complementary with the active site of the 

enzyme hence the product(s) is/are released from the enzyme. This leaves the enzyme 

free to bind another substrate molecule. 

(b) (i) excess heat stops enzyme actions 

This is because excessive heat distorts the weak bonds that hold the three-dimensional structure 

of the enzyme protein molecule which is then said to be denatured. 

As a result, the configuration of the active site of the enzyme is altered. No substrate can 

combine with the active site and no reaction occurs. 

(ii) in non-competitive inhibition; 

Substances that bear no structural resemblance to the substrate bind points near the active site 

of an enzyme called allosteric sites, thereby preventing the enzyme carrying out its catalytic 

action. 

The degree of inhibition is entirely dependent on the concentration of the inhibitor and the 

process can be reversible or irreversible. 

6. (a) What is the effect of inbreeding in a population?   (02 marks) 

(b) Describe the mechanisms which limit inbreeding in plants.  (10 marks) 

(c) How does meiosis contribute to variation?    (08 marks) 

SOLUTION 

a. It reduces variety of alleles in a population 

Lethal or useful characteristics are retained in the population 

b. In some plants, the stigma matures before the anther so that it gets ripe before the anther 

is able to produce mature pollen grains. Thus for pollination to occur in such a flower, 

mature pollen grains must be obtained from another flower of the same species. This 

condition is called polygyny. 



The anther may mature before the stigma such that they wither before the stigma is mature to 

successfully receive the mature grains. Thus, for pollination to occur pollen grains must be 

obtained from another flower. This condition is called protandry. 

Possession of brightly colored petals that attract insects. Insects move from one flower of a 

plant to another flower of the same species carrying pollen grains with them. In so doing, they 

cross-pollinate the flowers and pollinating them. 

Production of nectar to attract insects to pollinate the flower. 

They are usually diurnal flowers and open before fertilization has occurred. This give chance 

to pollen grains from another flower to pollinate it. 

Some plants have pistil and stamen on different plant bodies (dioecious condition) therefore 

pollen grains have to be transferred from one plant to pollinate the male flower on another 

plant. 

Self-incompatibility. In some plants, even when self-pollination occurs, the pollen grain does 

not develop, so preventing the chances of self-fertilization. 

(c) Crossing over between chromatids of homologous chromosomes occurs during prophase I 

of meiosis. This separates linked genes and provides a source of genetic recombination. 

During metaphase I of meiosis, chromosomes are distributed randomly at the equator and 

subsequently segregate independently during anaphases I. this deals to further mixing of 

genes which are then expressed in the gametes. 

 


